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Software For

KNOWLEDGE
SUPPLY CHAINS
Innovation, IP, and Tech Transfer

THE PROBLEM
TECHNOLOGY COLLABORATION

What Are Knowledge Supply Chains?

Technology advances rapidly. Every half hour 720

Ideas, expertise, and intellectual property are the

patents are filed, 150 research articles are published, and

building blocks of innovative products.

70 new start-ups are founded. For companies, finding
and acquiring just one breakthrough technology can

Companies source these knowledge assets from

lead to revolutionary products. For researchers,

suppliers around the world in the same way that

licensing discoveries can fund new studies and propel

manufacturers source physical parts.

science forward. Yet few organization manage

Organizations on both the supply and demand

technology collaborations in a systematic way.

sides need to optimize knowledge supply chains to
improve technology collaboration.

THE SOLUTION
WELLSPRING SOFTWARE

Optimize your knowledge supply chains with Wellspring’s products.
Find technology suppliers, control IP assets, and commercialize new
inventions.

INNOVATION
MANAGEMENT

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

FInd, Evaluate, and Manage

Control Your Inventions,

Commercialize New

Technology Opportunities

Docketing, and Annuities

Call Us
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312-643-5100

Solutions@wellspring.com

Inventions and Manage
Licensing

350 N. LaSalle, Suite 1200,
Chicago, Il, 60654

Wellspring Software

HOW IT WORKS
INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
Wellspring software scans millions of data points and uses machine learning to stitch together
comprehensive profiles of people, companies, and technology areas from around the world,
identifying potential technology suppliers and innovation partners.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Wellspring connects the key aspects of intellectual property management in a single, user-friendly
system. Coordinate invention disclosure workflows, manage advanced docketing tasks, and ensure
annuities and maintenance fees are up to date.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Over 200 leading research organizations have increased revenue, streamlined invention
disclosures, and filed more patent applications with Wellspring software. Offices large and small
depend on our 30+ modules and plug-ins to manage world-class tech transfer offices.

THE RESULTS
Wellspring users evaluated 30% more
opportunities without adding any additional staff.

330,000+
AGREEMENTS

Wellspring users were able to reduce the time
spent on IP management by

on our clients systems

100 hours a year.

Users have licensed more than

20,000 new

technologies via flintbox, Wellspring’s online
technology marketplace.

186,000+
IP RECORDS
on our clients systems
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